Nodal approach reveals differential impact of lateralized focal epilepsies on hub reorganization.
The impact of the hemisphere affected by impairment in models of network disease is not fully understood. Among such models, focal epilepsies are characterised by recurrent seizures generated in epileptogenic areas also responsible for wider network dysfunction between seizures. Previous work focusing on functional connectivity within circumscribed networks suggests a divergence of network integrity and compensatory capacity between epilepsies as a function of the laterality of seizure onset. We evaluated the ability of complex network theory to reveal changes in focal epilepsy in global and nodal parameters using graph theoretical analysis of functional connectivity data obtained with resting-state fMRI. Graphs of functional connectivity networks were derived from 19 right and 13 left focal epilepsy patients and 15 controls. Topological metrics (degree, local efficiency, global efficiency and modularity) were computed for a whole-brain, atlas-defined network. We also calculated a hub disruption index for each graph metric, measuring the capacity of the brain network to demonstrate increased connectivity in some nodes for decreased connectivity in others. Our data demonstrate that the patient group as a whole is characterised by network-wide pattern of reorganization, even while global parameters fail to distinguish between groups. Furthermore, multiple metrics indicate that epilepsies with differently lateralized epileptic networks are asymmetric in their burden on functional brain networks; with left epilepsy patients being characterised by reduced efficiency and modularity, while in right epilepsy patients we provide the first evidence that functional brain networks are characterised by enhanced connectivity and efficiency at some nodes whereas reduced in others.